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Cloud  manufacturing,  a service  oriented,  customer  centric,  demand  driven  manufacturing  model  is
explored  in both  its  possible  future  and  current  states.  A unique  strategic  vision  for the  ﬁeld  is  docu-
mented,  and the  current  state  of technology  is presented  from  both  industry  and  academic  viewpoints.
Key  commercial  implementations  are  presented,  along  with  the  state  of  research  in ﬁelds  critical  toeywords:
loud manufacturing (CM)
istributed systems
esource sharing
utomation and control
enablement  of cloud  manufacturing,  including  but not  limited  to automation,  industrial  control  systems,
service  composition,  ﬂexibility,  business  models,  and  proposed  implementation  models  and  architec-
tures.  Comparison  of  the  strategic  vision  and  current  state  leads  to  suggestions  for  future  work,  including
research  in  the areas  of  high  speed,  long  distance  industrial  control  systems,  ﬂexibility  enablement,
business  models,  cloud  computing  applications  in  manufacturing,  and prominent  implementation  archi-
tectures.© 2013 The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
The force of globalization has served to instantaneously connect
eoples from all across the globe, bringing with it game-changing
pportunities to share knowledge and expertise to beneﬁt in a
ollective manner (sometimes called share-to-gain). Friedman [1]
xplains that the latest globalization phase, which he coins Glob-
lization 3.0, began around the year 2000 and was  enabled by
he expansion of the internet on a global basis during the dot-
om boom. According to Friedman, Globalization 3.0 is deﬁned
y individuals and small groups from across the globe col-
aborating in areas once dominated by less-connected western
conomies.
Tapscott and Williams [2] explain that the advent of the internet
as led to the development of cooperative collaboration networks,
esulting in a power-shift from the once mighty hierarchical busi-
ess model. These traditional business models, according to the
uthors, can no longer sustain successful innovation: “In an age
here mass collaboration can reshape an industry overnight, the
ld hierarchical ways of organizing work and innovation do not
fford the level of agility, creativity, and connectivity that compa-
ies require to remain competitive in today’s environment.” Simply
ut, industry is going to have to rethink the traditional models of
usiness operation, as the amount of internal expertise they hold
s dwarfed by that held by the global mass of peoples connected
hrough globalization.
Many engineering paradigms have evolved as result of Global-
zation 3.0, some of which are mentioned by Tapscott and Williams
mass collaboration and self-organization, for example). Of the
any paradigm shifts still in their infancy, cloud manufacturing
CM) will be the focus of this paper [6,8]. CM,  as will be deﬁned
hortly, beneﬁts from the share-to-gain philosophy as a wide num-
er of manufacturing resources and expertise are shared to provide
onsumers with enhanced experiences. CM follows naturally from
he introduction and success of cloud computing, for which the
ational Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) offers the
ollowing deﬁnition [3]:
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, con-
venient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, stor-
age, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction.”
Building on NIST’s deﬁnition of cloud computing, many authors
ave proposed deﬁnitions of CM,  including Li et al. [41], Zhang
t al. [42], Zhang et al. [5], Xu [6], Wu et al. [7], and Schaefer
t al. [8]. The term, cloud manufacturing, was ﬁrst used by Li et al.
41] in 2010. Xu discerns between two forms of cloud manufac-
uring: the introduction of cloud-computing technologies into thePlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
anufacturing environment and cloud manufacturing. The latter
s a replication of the cloud-computing environment using physi-
al manufacturing resources in lieu of computing resources – this
dea will be the focus of this paper. Using the work of the NIST [3] . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  .  . . .  .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  .  . . .  . . .  .  .  . . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . .  .  . .  .  . 00
and Smith [4] as a foundation, the following deﬁnition of CM is
offered:
“Cloud Manufacturing (CM) is a customer-centric manufactur-
ing model that exploits on-demand access to a shared collection
of diversiﬁed and distributed manufacturing resources to form
temporary, reconﬁgurable production lines which enhance efﬁ-
ciency, reduce product lifecycle costs, and allow for optimal
resource loading in response to variable-demand customer gen-
erated tasking.” [54]
This paper will focus on developing a strategic vision for the CM
environment, documenting the current state of academic research
and industry implementation, and then making recommendations
for future research.
2. Strategic vision
2.1. Provider–consumer interaction model
CM will require interaction between three groups: the
users (consumers), application providers, and physical resource
providers. The needs of users will be matched with the capabilities
of resource providers through the application layer. This tri-group
model represents the simple supply-demand market that will moti-
vate the existence of CM.  The provider–consumer model is shown
in Fig. 1.
2.1.1. Users
Users are the consumers in CM;  these individuals or groups
have the need to manufacture something, but do not possess the
capabilities to do so, or they possess the capabilities but stand
to gain a competitive advantage by utilizing CM.  Users can range
anywhere from individuals to large OEMs – any group that can
generate engineering requirements to be used in a manufactur-
ing setting can participate in CM partnerships. These engineering
requirements, which describe the desired object and its ﬁnal con-
ditions, are provided to the cloud based application layer for
interpretation.
2.1.2. Application providers
The cloud based application layer is responsible for managing
all aspects of the CM environment and interprets user require-
ments into data required for production of the desired objects.
For example, a user desired product may  require the development
of a CNC tool path program and process planning to achieve a
ﬁnal desired plating condition – these would be created by the
cloud based applications. Furthermore, production planning and
sequencing can be carried out through automated applications
that determine the numerous production paths that could lead to
the desired object. Finally, the application layer is responsible foring: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
locating the required resources, pending them to the engineering
job, and managing resources in the event of a service interrup-
tion. The application layer will be managed and controlled by
application providers, who  offer their services as an intermediary
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etween users and resource providers for a portion of the product
roﬁt.
.1.3. Physical resource providers (PRPs)
Physical resource providers (PRPs) own and operate man-
facturing equipment, including but not limited to machining
echnologies, ﬁnishing technologies, inspection technologies, pack-
ging technologies, and testing resources. In addition to owning
hysical resources, PRPs have the know-how and experience to
tilize these machines effectively and efﬁciently. These PRPs are
ot limited by geographic location; rather, PRPs join the CM
etwork based upon their expertise alone. Ideally as a whole,
he PRP network would represent every type of manufacturing
apability available in the marketplace, offering users instan-
aneous access to manufacturing capabilities provided throughPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
he cloud as a service. The input to the PRP group is the man-
facturing data created by the cloud based applications, and
he output is a ﬁnalized product in conformance with user
equirements.sion for CM.
2.2. Key characteristics
2.2.1. Customer centricity
21st century industry is dominated by hierarchical supply
chains in which requirement originating parties ﬂow down prod-
uct level requirements to suppliers, who  can then engage sub-tier
suppliers to assist with the product development process. A classic
example of this relationship is that of an original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM) who develops product level requirements from the
perspective of technology function and integration (speciﬁcations
and drawings, for example). These requirements are then contrac-
tually enforced with a ﬁrst-tier supplier, who can then contract out
sections of the work to sub-tier suppliers based upon the nature of
the work and core competencies. While often these relationships
can be fruitful for all parties involved, the opportunity to enhanceing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
the consumer experience (reduce costs, improve quality, etc.) are
severely limited by their rigid nature. Furthermore, when tradi-
tional supplier relationships prove to be undesirable, they can often
prove to be difﬁcult and costly to dissolve.
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In the CM environment, manufacturing supply chain relation-
hips will be customer-centric, deﬁned by enhanced efﬁciency,
educed cost, increased ﬂexibility, and improved capabilities for
he user. These beneﬁts will be derived from the creation of ﬂexi-
le manufacturing sequences enabled by the pooling of resources
rom many different PRPs. Solutions will be customer, or even task,
peciﬁc, as the cloud based application layer can be used to gener-
te numerous options for the users based upon their speciﬁcations
the user would be allowed to specify key aspects of the desired job,
uch as cost, lead time, and quality, and different choices that ﬁt
ithin those ranges would be provided for consideration). The key
oal of a CM environment is linking users, with needs, to resource
roviders who can fulﬁll those needs while meeting cost, schedule,
nd quality objectives of the user. See Fig. 2 for a comparison of sup-
ly chains in traditional and CM environments. In addition, it is also
rucial to understand collaborative relationships between cloud
ervice providers and consumers and identify key information and
esource owners within CM supply chain networks. Wu et al. [53]
ntroduce a new framework to visualize such implicit collabora-
ion structures and propose some essential metrics to measure the
ower and importance of individual suppliers and providers based
n social network analysis.
.2.2. Temporary, reconﬁgurable, dynamic
Another distinguishing characteristic of CM is the dynamic, ﬂex-
ble nature of resource provisioning. CM production lines are meant
o be temporary in nature, allowing for the production of small lots
ut not excluding the opportunity for longer production runs as
ell. The ability to quickly reconﬁgure and repurpose manufactur-
ng resources allows for high efﬁciency, minimized down time, and
nstant response to demand.
System ﬂexibility will rely upon the ability to rapidly recon-Please cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
gure and repurpose manufacturing equipment across multiple
ispersed manufacturing sites with minimized down time. To
ccomplish such a task, a high level of automation will be required
o ensure that the division of tasks can be properly ﬂowed downraditional supply chains.
to multiple, distributed shop ﬂoors with minimal effort. The inte-
gration of automation, which in many industries is already present
today, does not necessarily imply the absence of human beings.
Depending upon the application, the entire manufacturing process
may  be automated, and in other instances humans will still interact
as a measure of quality assurance and error prevention.
In order to ﬂow manufacturing requirements from the cloud to
automated resources, industrial control systems (ICSs) will also be
required. These control systems will act as the central nervous sys-
tem, monitoring and controlling resources at the shop ﬂoor level
to ensure multi-resource cooperation. The ICS will coordinate and
distribute tasks among manufacturing locations, ensuring compat-
ibility of efforts and ﬁnal products.
2.2.3. Turn no job away
Due to the wide range of PRPs connected, jobs that were once
not economically viable will be enabled through the ﬂexibility of
the CM environment. Cloud based applications can develop multi-
ple cost and schedule scenarios for consideration by the consumer,
utilizing access to a wide range of resources to enable saving
opportunities not realizable in traditional isolated manufacturing
settings. Where transportation is a cost driver, for example, the
cloud based application layer can initiate searches for alternative
manufacturing protocols that would result in lower cost. The CM
environment can optimize the manufacturing environment to the
point where no job would be turned away. In addition, the CM
environment matches tasks with PRPs based upon their equipment
availability and overall capacity, allowing for efﬁcient processing
of small jobs without disruption of larger jobs. This increased efﬁ-
ciency should increase the ability and willingness of PRPs to take
on small jobs that were once too disruptive and costly to tackle.ing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
2.2.4. Demand driven, demand intelligent
Like any manufacturing entity today, the extent to which the CM
environment is exercised will be driven by user demand. Unlike tra-
ditional manufacturing enterprises, however, the CM environment
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ill be “demand intelligent” in that the inherent system ﬂexibil-
ty will be utilized to ensure even load sharing across equivalent
r interchangeable manufacturing resources. For example, if man-
facturing resource “A” is more heavily utilized than others in the
etwork, yet the desired process can be performed by combin-
ng manufacturing resources “B” and “C”, the CM environment will
utomatically realize and capitalize upon this alternative to avoid
xcessive loading of manufacturing resource “A”. An example of
uch a scenario would be the requirement for a 6-axis CNC machine,
hen a combination of vertical and horizontal mills could be used
o process the same job.
.2.5. Shared burden, shared beneﬁt
Traditional business organizations and relationships rely upon
 tiered structure of control, which acts together to create value.
usiness organizations often vary widely across industries, and can
ven be different across corporations within the same industry. The
rganization of a business often deﬁnes a company as much as does
he product or service it offers. For example, Amazon is not just a
iscount product marketplace; it is an online discount product mar-
etplace. Mari Sako explains that business models deﬁne business
peration: “a business model articulates the customer value propo-
ition; it identiﬁes a market segment; it deﬁnes the structure of
he value chain; it speciﬁes the revenue generation mechanisms; it
escribes the positioning within the value network or ecosystem;
nd it also elaborates on competitive strategy by which the ﬁrm
ains and holds advantage over rivals” [40]. A business model is the
rgument as to why the company will succeed – it explains critical
hings such as who the customers are, why they care about your
roduct or service, how you are going to add value to the product,
nd how you will make money.
The organizing business models that will someday deﬁne CM,
hile not unprecedented altogether, will require a shift from tradi-
ional business models of today to ones based on the share-to-gain
hilosophy. Value chains, which describe how value is added to
 product, will be highly ﬂexible in CM.  Value will be added by
esource providers sharing expertise and collaborating to provide
sers with the products they desire while utilizing less resources
hrough efﬁcient processes. CM will require the formation of new
usiness models altogether (by all vested parties), and will require
ropositions as to what value the customer will receive, what mar-
et there is for such a business and so on. The appropriate business
odel for CM may  be difﬁcult to determine when it comes to value
hain structure and revenue models. In traditional business models,
he value chain and revenue models are ﬁrmly deﬁned – each value
dder is separated from the others, and they are compensated based
pon the value they can add to the product. In a CM environment,
ollaboration between suppliers will be required to successfully
omplete a project. How will value added be determined when 3
ifferent manufacturers combine resources to complete a build-
o-print order? Will the overall value of the ﬁnal parts be divided
venly between suppliers, or will it be shared based upon time and
esources spent? These are the questions that will determine how
alue chains are structured and how wealth sharing will occur.
CM will likely cause a shift in the revenue models currently used
y design ﬁrms and manufacturers alike. The introduction of the
loud will cause a shift in how value is added to the product, as the
loud will take over some of the activities that contribute to the
evenue models of both the users and resource providers. For one,
he cloud will introduce a change in how users calculate the cost of
oing business. Secondly, the cloud will remove some opportunity
or service providers to add value to products, requiring them toPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
djust their business models accordingly.
CM will also require the reversal of traditional beliefs held
egarding intellectual property. Traditionally, data rights are easily
nderstood – design authorities own the rights to product designs, PRESS
g Systems xxx (2013) xxx– xxx 5
and manufacturers of those designs own  the manufacturing data
that is used to produce them. Consider now that cloud based appli-
cations will be used to generate much of the value once produced
by manufacturers (tool path programming, process planning, etc.).
Users may  claim that data produced by the cloud is their prop-
erty because they paid for access to the cloud-based applications.
Those ﬁrms managing the cloud-based applications will certainly
argue that it is their property for distribution to whomever they
like. The physical resource layer might also try and argue it is their
data, because without their expertise it would be of little use. CM
will be deﬁned by an IP sharing model that aids in cooperation and
collaboration.
2.3. Cloud manufacturing topics map
As CM is as of yet a relatively undeﬁned ﬁeld of study, the
number of research areas within this ﬁeld is only limited by the
imagination. In order to discover and document possible areas
of key interest, a brainstorming tool was used to record areas
of research that would be critical to those using CM resources,
those providing the resources, and those that help match users and
providers. The result is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 shows a converging mind map, which can be read from
the core outwards or from the outward fringes toward the center.
Starting in the center of the map, one can see that CM (shown in
a yellow cell) is composed mainly of cloud users (shown in a red
cell), physical resource providers (shown in a green cell), and appli-
cation providers (shown in a blue cell). These three groups converge
to enable CM.  Following the physical resource provider branch of
the map, we can further see that physical resource providers will be
enabled in the CM ﬁeld by automation, data compatibility, informa-
tion security, and business models. From there, enabling issues are
broken down further where appropriate. For example, the devel-
opment of enabling business models will be concerned with data
ownership and promoting effective collaboration.
Not all of the topics shown in Fig. 3 are addressed in this
report, however, most are. Speciﬁcally, the current state of qual-
ity assurance (QA), conﬁguration management, cloud robustness,
and information security were not researched nor documented. QA
and conﬁguration management were omitted due to the wide range
of accepted industry speciﬁcations regarding these subjects and
their already wide application to distributed suppliers in industry
today. QA and conﬁguration management as applied to CM environ-
ments will likely not differ signiﬁcantly from their implementation
in today’s distributed environments. Cloud robustness and infor-
mation security are two  very important enabling aspects for CM,
however they are far out of the core competencies of the authors.
For this reason, these issues will be left for other researchers to
explore.
In addition to those topics listed in Fig. 3, this report docu-
ments the numerous architectures and frameworks envisioned for
implementation of CM.  Through documentation of this work, many
research topics as shown in Fig. 3 are indirectly addressed.
3. Current state
As CM is in the juvenile stages of development, the current state
of the ﬁeld must be collected from many different specialties which,
in their combination, provide a foundation for the advancement of
CM.  Numerous ﬁelds of study were used to compile the following
current status information, including but not limited to distributeding: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
manufacturing, virtual enterprises, and business management. The
work that follows in no way deﬁnes the full extent of any particular
ﬁeld of study; rather, it documents those aspects most important
to the enablement of CM.
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.1. History
Surprisingly, signiﬁcant literature on manufacturing-as-a-
ervice was created in the late 1990s. It is expected that much of
his literature was developed as part of the dot-com boom, which
nded in the year 2000. It is likely that internet capabilities (speed,
ata transfer capability, etc.) were not able to accommodate the
isions presented by these papers at the time of their creation,
nd as such CM has been awaiting arrival of today’s internet for
mplementation.
In an article from 1990, Goldhar and Jelinek [35] discuss future
mplications of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM). These
uthors discuss transformation of the factory from a mechanical
ocused operation to one driven by information technology, and
lso discuss the ability for mass customization as a result of CIM.
uch of the future envisioned by Goldhar and Jelinek matches the
trategic vision for CM,  including the ability to fulﬁll any demanded
ob regardless of size, and the ability to make the factory ﬂoor
ntelligent. While Goldhar and Jelinek envision the “smart” factory,
hey fail to realize the potential of networking multiple factories
ogether into a virtual “smart” enterprise. This is undoubtedly due
he year in which the document was written, as the internet was
ot yet prominent in the year 1990 and inter-factory cooperation
ay  have not been a reality at that time. Regardless, this work rep-
esents a signiﬁcant precursor to the vision of CM presented in this
aper.
A 1998 source published by Rajagopalan et al. discusses the
mplications of the internet for design and rapid manufacturing
echnologies [36]. These authors discuss an internet infrastructure
hat connects designers and manufacturing services. Like so many
f the more recent papers which will be reviewed in this report,
hese authors describe the existence of design clients, manufac-
uring services, and process brokers which act as intermediaries.Please cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
he stated purpose for such an infrastructure is to allow for the
eparation of design and manufacturing – both in a geographic
nd organizational manner. In the described work, the design
lient uses software that augments traditional CAD programs andics map.
allows connection with the process broker to communicate design
requirements to the manufacturing services providers. This work
is very clearly applicable to the vision of CM presented in this
report and represents a signiﬁcant advancement toward under-
standing the possible capabilities and advantages of a CM style
environment.
A 1996 source by Erkes et al. [34] discusses the implementation
of manufacturing services available over the internet, and discusses
the creation of integrated products and processes through similar
interfaces. These authors have a similar vision to that presented
in this report, showing how networked manufacturing networks
could lead to exploitation of various enterprises based upon their
competencies.
The DLA Piper legal group [28] explains that internet enabled
manufacturing, crowd funding, and advertising through social
media represent a revolutionary method of value production in
today’s marketplace. Instead of dealing with unknown market con-
ditions, difﬁcult to ﬁnd ﬁnancing, and strict vendor relationships,
cloud-based activities offer ﬂexibility and enable competiveness in
a cutthroat marketplace.
In the 2000s, the concept of the manufacturing grid was pro-
posed, which in some respect is similar to that of CM [48,62,63].
The idea of the manufacturing grid is to apply grid computing to
product design, manufacturing resource integration and allocation,
enterprise information management, and scheduling. Tao et al. [65]
provided a review of the application of grid technology in manu-
facturing.
3.2. Current implementations
3.2.1. Commercially viable implementations
A limited number of commercial companies have implemented
CM systems, most notably in the consumer product industry withing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
rapid prototyping manufacturing resources. These companies uti-
lize the foundations of CM as enabling technologies for their
ventures, and connect designers with manufacturing resources
over the internet. According to The Economist [31], Quirky offers
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sers with access to a complete product creation enterprise, as
ummarized in Fig. 4 below.
While not a pure cloud-based manufacturing environment,
uirky is enabled by manufacturing resources virtualized over
he internet and available for use by distributed designers. The
uirky business model incorporates the originating designers into
he wealth sharing model and provides them with a portion of
he proﬁts that their products yield. The Economist [31] also
iscusses Shapeways, a company which offers 3D printing ser-
ices over the internet. In contrast to the vetting process used
n the Quirky business model, Shapeways offers users imme-
iate access to 3D printers to make any object which they
esire.
Chafkin of Inc. Magazine discusses Ponoko, a product creation
ebsite which providers designers with access to the manufactur-
ng resources they need to realize their products. This company
rices products based upon the materials they require and the
mount of machine time needed to make the part [32]. Review of
he Ponoko website [38] shows that a number of 2D and 3D man-
facturing services are offered to designers, and the website even
nables manufacture of electronic components by offering access to
undreds of electronic components which the designer can specify
nd create designs with.
One of the most promising CM companies is MFG.com, which
onnects consumers with over 200,000 manufacturers in 50
tates [31]. According to MFG.com, buyers request services by
roviding technical product speciﬁcations, which are communi-
ated to appropriate suppliers for quoting. Suppliers are selected
ased upon their manufacturing capabilities, expertise, and instan-
aneous production capacity. The MFG.com platform hosts all
ctivities from creating the Request for Quote to the shipping of
he ﬁnal product [37].
.2.2. Key research implementations
The ManuCloud Project, funded under the European Commis-
ion’s Seventh Framework Program for Research (FP7), is perhaps
he research project most relevant to CM today [39]. Accord-
ng to Meier et al. [29], the ManuCloud project is meant to
nable creation of integrated manufacturing networks spanning
ultiple enterprises which are facilitated by service oriented
nformation technologies. According to the authors, “[The Manu-
loud architecture] provides users with the ability to utilize the
anufacturing capabilities of conﬁgurable, virtualized production
etworks, based on cloud-enabled, federated factories, supported
y a set of software-as-a-service applications”. This architecture isPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
eproduced in Fig. 5.
The ManuCloud project architecture is very similar to the strate-
ic vision of CM as presented in this report, and represents a major
dvancement toward the realization of CM.ed version of artwork shown in [31].
3.3. Low-hanging fruit: cloud-computing in manufacturing
Xu [6] presents that the implementation of cloud computing in
manufacturing can take two  (2) forms. The ﬁrst form is that which
is discussed in the strategic vision section – that is, the mimicking
of the cloud computing environment in manufacturing. The sec-
ond form deals simply with the incorporation of cloud computing
technologies into the manufacturing industry.
The implementation of cloud-computing technologies in the
manufacturing industry can be termed the “low hanging fruit”,
as this requires little investment as compared to CM.  In fact,
cloud computing adoption has already begun to take place in
signiﬁcant numbers. Symonds [23] presents that the use of cloud-
based enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, provided in
a Software-as-a-service (Saas) format, allows users to utilize the
latest software yet avoid the cost and hassle of maintaining the
resource. Symonds presents that Saas is facilitated by the use of
multi-tenant architectures which allow use of the resource by
numerous companies, yet allow company speciﬁc attributes to be
accommodated.
Katzel [24] presents that the manufacturing sector in deﬁned
by computing needs which vary signiﬁcantly with the product life-
cycle phase. Cloud-computing, as stated by Katzel, can be thought
of as a utility service which can be accessed on-demand without
owning the enabling technologies. According to Katzel, cloud-
computing can aid manufacturing and engineering by providing
data storage, software services, and computational power.
Edstrom [25] presents that typical server usage lingers at
roughly 8–15% of total capacity. The need to oversize computing
resources based upon peak usage rates, in addition to the cost
of maintaining these technologies, makes a usage based pay on-
demand system truly beneﬁcial and cost effective.
Schultz [27] presents that despite its clear beneﬁts, data storage
in the cloud has been slow to gain popularity because of concerns
over data security, meeting regulatory compliance requirements,
and cloud performance.
3.4. Automation, industrial control systems, machine-to-machine
cooperation
Automation and control technologies will enable inter- and
intra-factory cooperation in CM environments, facilitating the abil-
ity to automatically execute manufacturing tasking generated by
the cloud. As parts and assemblies are rarely manufactured by one
piece of equipment, coordination and cooperation among machinesing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
and processing equipment will be required both within single fac-
tories and among multiple cooperative factories. Automation and
control system technologies are crucial to the ability to efﬁciently
route jobs through the required processing steps to completion.
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Stouffer et al. [12] discuss typical ICSs utilized in both process
ased and discrete-based manufacturing environments, includ-
ng Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Distributed
ontrol Systems (DCSs), and Programmable Logic Controllers
PLCs). SCADA is a type of control system used to control manu-
acturing enterprises which are distributed over a large area, and is
ypically utilized in the gas and utilities industries. DCSs are used
o control industrial process variables around a set target, and are
ommon in process intensive industries. Finally, PLCs are computer
ased logic devices that control equipment and processes, and are
ften employed as part of a DCS system.
Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs) as described in
14] are a relatively new form of ICS which focus on emerging
ssues that limit ICS effectiveness, such as network connectivity,
evice interoperability, and enterprise data integration. Accord-
ng to [14], PACs feature modular designs, open (non-proprietary)
rchitectures, and the ability to monitor multiple signal types such
s analog, digital, and serial.
One of the most advanced control systems demonstrated in
ndustry is the Siemens Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) system,
hich offers a wide range of control technologies in both SCADA
nd DCS environments [15]. The TIA system is based upon an open
ystem architecture, which promotes modularity and interoper-
bility with existing assets.
Much work has recently been done to establish open standards
romoting technology connectivity and machine-to-machine com-
unications. Developments in open architecture standards andPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
ommunication protocols will serve to facilitate automation
hrough promotion of “plug and play” technologies which can
e offered from a wide variety of sources. The MTConnect Insti-
ute [19] has developed open (non-proprietary) and royalty freetecture, from [29].
communication standards based upon the Extensible Markup
Language (XML). These standards allow for machine-to-machine
communications and promote interoperability between existing
technologies. Similarly, the OPC Foundation [14] offers seven open
communication speciﬁcations that also promote connectivity and
interoperability.
Research regarding machine-to-machine communication is also
common in the academic realm. CyberOPC is a dedicated proto-
col developed for communication with CNC machines over public
networks [18]. The use of STEP-NC is discussed as a communica-
tion language between the shop ﬂoor and the plant scheduling
level in [11,50–52]. Additionally, Hao et al. [13] discuss the enabling
nature of Web  Services (machine-to-machine communication over
the World Wide Web) for the development of distributed manufac-
turing management frameworks.
3.5. Service composition
The intrinsic value of a product is created by the combina-
tion of numerous materials, processes, and tasks performed by the
manufacturer – value is added successively through planned man-
ufacturing operations [45–49]. In order to optimize product value,
CM environments will need to effectively and efﬁciently combine
manufacturing services. This task becomes increasingly difﬁcult in
multiple-factory production environments.
Xu [6] discusses the creation of CM services, which are vir-
tualized manufacturing resources made available to consumersing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
through the cloud. The formation of CM services is enabled by the
ability to identify, virtualize, and package both tangible and intangi-
ble resources. Xu presents numerous methodologies for identifying
distributed resources, including such technologies as RFID,
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ireless sensor networks, and Global Positioning System (GPS),
mong others. The method of resource virtualization depends upon
he form of resource being virtualized; computational and knowl-
dge resources would be virtualized in a similar manner to that
sed in cloud computing technologies, and hardware resources
ould be converted into virtual machines using agent based tech-
ologies for distributed control and communication. Packaging
esources and making them available as cloud based services,
ccording to Xu, would be accomplished through description lan-
uages. One example of a CM service is STEP Resource Locator
STRL), which uses an URL, Action, and Query to identify a machine
nd task it with some requested service instructions.
Guo et al. [45] present an example about “online purchasing
utomobiles parts (OPAP)” to illustrate the concept of service com-
osition in the context of CM.  In order to enhance the quality
f services composition, they investigate the issue of correlation-
ware composite service [49] in virtual enterprises. Speciﬁcally,
 correlation-aware composite service description model is pro-
osed using OWL-S. A case study is conducted which validates the
roposed model by comparing the quality of service of correlation-
ware web services composition in virtual enterprises.
Tao et al. [46] formulate service composition optimal selection
SCOS) with multiple objectives and constraints, and propose a
arallel intelligent algorithm called Full Connection based Parallel
daptive Chaos Optimization with Reﬂex Migration (FC-PACO-RM).
he performance of the proposed algorithm is validated by compar-
ng with three serial algorithms and seven commonly used parallel
ethods. Tao et al. [47] focus on combinable relationship-based
omposite service network (CoRCS-Net). They introduce the con-
ept of combinable strength and variation of combinable strength
nd investigate their distribution in CoRCS-Net. Tao et al. [20]
resent that the CM environment is in-part enabled by the cre-
tion of Manufacturing Cloud Services (MCSs). MCSs are cloud
ervices that are formed when manufacturing resources are vir-
ualized and encapsulated. These authors explain that MCSs can be
ategorized and combined into related manufacturing clouds, from
hich consumers can select particular MCSs to form their required
roduction facility.
Zhang et al. [5] deﬁne Resource Service Composition (RSC) as the
ntegration of existing resources to form composite services which
an be used to address complex manufacturing tasks. According to
hese authors, the RSC has a four stage lifecycle (design, deploy-
ent, execution, and post-processing) which can be affected by
umerous variables. The RSC lifecycle is initiated and maintained
hrough a tri-modular system which executes the RSC, monitors for
actors affecting lifecycle, and adjusts the RSC based upon system
hanges.
In research that stems from the ManuCloud project, Rauschecker
t al. [30] describe the importance of Manufacturing Service
escriptions (MSDs) and Manufacturing Service Description Lan-
uages (MSDLs) in the virtual marketplace. According to these
uthors, MSDs describe available services and their limits, which
he user community can then assemble into virtualized value
hains.
.6. Manufacturing resources
One implication of CM is the ability to dynamically adapt the
mount of resources needed in order to satisfy the demand that
s either predictable or unexpected [26]. The manufacturing cloud
ervice can offer rapid scalability in some situations at certain lev-
ls, such as manufacturing cells, general purpose machine tools, andPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
tandardized machine components. In the situations where dedi-
ated tools and equipment are required, the manufacturing cloud
ervice can only offer a limited capability to quickly provide such
esources. However, given that the cloud is a huge shared service PRESS
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pool of design and manufacturing resources, it is possible for cloud
service consumers to ﬁnd some dedicated tools and equipment for
some speciﬁc products available in the manufacturing cloud that
can satisfy their requirements. In order to facilitate rapid scalability,
formal representation of manufacturing resources is crucial [43,44].
Cai et al. [55] propose a Semantic Web-based approach to
discover distributed manufacturing resources for cross-enterprise
multi-disciplinary collaboration. The constructed ontology enables
knowledge discovery by incorporating graph search and seman-
tic reasoning. Cai et al. [56] present a prototype semantic web
system called ManuHub that facilitates efﬁcient, accurate and auto-
matic retrieval of the required manufacturing services derived from
the semantic matchmaking of manufacturing service capabilities.
Zhang et al. [57] present an ontology-based service oriented peer-
to-peer architecture support effective and efﬁcient manufacturing
service discovery. A reputation based trust model for decision mak-
ing is used to quantify the reputation of peers. Dong et al. [61]
present an approach which utilizes service-oriented architecture,
search agents, and the resource semantic model, to address web-
based resource discovery. Tao et al. [58] deﬁne a resource service
match and search framework and key technologies associated with
it. The resource services are classiﬁed into four categories including
word, sentence, number and entity information. Furthermore, the
associated matching algorithms are proposed. Yin et al. [59] discuss
resource registration, expression and encapsulation using XML  in a
manufacturing grid system in order to share distributed manufac-
turing resources. Shi et al. [60] present a manufacturing resource
hierarchy model, consisting of a manufacturing resource layer, a
resource expressing layer, and a resource interface layer, in order
to aggregate and share manufacturing resources.
3.7. Flexibility and agility
The manufacturing environment is dynamic and ever-changing.
CM will create an even more dynamic environment with the com-
bination of multiple factories into production networks. In order
to survive in such environments, CM systems must possess ﬂexi-
bility and agility which will help ensure schedule, cost, and quality
compliance. Many authors have presented deﬁnitions of agility and
ﬂexibility in manufacturing. Hao et al. [13] state that advanced
manufacturing systems are geared toward agility – that is, they
are adaptive to changing market conditions and variable customer
requirements. Panchal and Schaefer [16] deﬁne agility as the abil-
ity to successfully and quickly adapt to changes in the operating
environment, both expected and unexpected. These authors fur-
ther state that agility in the manufacturing realm often deals with
the ability to quickly adapt a manufacturing resource to produce a
different component or assembly.
Flexibility in CM will be facilitated almost exclusively by the
ability to adjust the manufacturing process plan to accommodate
changes in the manufacturing environment or to accommodate
changing market conditions. That is, CM environments should
allow for variation in the marketplace and changes in the manufac-
turing environment [13]. The ability to seek out alternate processes
when the main process plan is interrupted, or when the market
demands change should be the goal of any CM ﬂexibility function-
ality.
Zhang et al. [5], as stated in Section 3.2, discuss how the life-
cycle of RSCs can be affected by numerous factors. These authors
argue that based upon the possible RSC interruptions, ﬁve (5) forms
of RSC ﬂexibility are required for maximum system adaptability:
task, ﬂow, resource service, QoS, and correlation. These ﬂexibilitying: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
categories are summarized in Table 1.
These authors promote the management of RSC through the
adoption of a Flexibility Management Architecture, which is
composed of three functional modules. The Function module
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelJMSY-212; No. of Pages 16
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Table  1
RSC ﬂexibility types.
Flexibility type Implication
Task ﬂexibility RSCs can be constructed to adapt to many different tasks
Flow ﬂexibility Many RSC paths can be used to reach the required ﬁnal condition
Resource service ﬂexibility Single resource services can complete many different tasks
Quality of service (QoS) ﬂexibility RSC can maintain a certain QoS, which is ﬂexible
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of participating parties. The work of these authors builds upon
the equity theory. Using data from 186 manufacturing compa-
nies, Wagner et al. showed support for all but one of their eleven
hypotheses. Table 2 summarizes their ﬁndings.Correlation ﬂexibility RSC can adapt to ch
reated from [5].
onstructs the RSC, optimizes it, and begins the execution phase.
uring RSC execution, the Monitoring module monitors those vari-
bles which affect the RSC lifecycle, and transmits information
egarding abnormal changes to the Coordination module. The Coor-
ination module then invokes corresponding adjustments to the
SC to ensure continued operations.
LaSelle [22] presents that mass customization is the new mar-
etplace challenge, one which would be well served by a supply
hain that can produce unique products of varying complexity
n demand. LaSelle states that CM meets this goal by allowing
anufacturing to keep pace with the ever-changing customer
nformation. In short, CM allows the consumer direct access to the
anufacturing industry through the internet, and as such indus-
ry can react to changing demand in real time. One challenge to
ncreased system ﬂexibility is the ability of automated machin-
ry to adapt to new tasks while maintaining acceptable quality of
ervice levels. LaSelle presents that robotic machinery programs
ften need repetitive adjustment before an acceptable result is
btained, a luxury which cannot be afforded in a world of mass
ustomization. One solution proposed is the collection of task spe-
iﬁc knowledge that, as a collective whole, enables autonomous
rocess control without the need for machinery to “practice”
asks.
.8. Business models
At the end of the day, for CM to be implemented on a wide spread
asis it must have a feasible and value-generating business model.
ll parties (users, application providers, and PRPs) must beneﬁt
rom the venture and must receive additional value on top of the
alue received in traditional manufacturing relationships.
In a broad sense, CM business models will need to support
ollaboration and cooperation to an unprecedented extent, as
he mere survival of CM value chains will be reliant upon efﬁ-
ient and effective group action. Social psychology has offered
umerous theories surrounding cooperation and collective deci-
ion making, all of which will help develop effective business
odels. Two of the most relevant social psychology theories for
uture CM environments are equity theory and game theory.
quity theory [9] deals with why individuals participate in groups
nd how they react when outcomes are disproportionately dis-
ributed. Equity theory is composed of 4 propositions as shown in
ig. 6.
Equity theory is important to the development of CM business
odels because it enforces the need for just and fair reward shar-
ng among CM collaborators. Inequitable relationships will result
n stressed relationships, which may  impede the ability and will-
ngness of collaborators to work together.
Game theory [10] deals with how rational individuals make
ecisions in mutually interdependent roles. Game theory can be
on-cooperative, in which individuals can act together but are notPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
ound by formal agreements, or it can be cooperative, where for-
al  cooperation agreements are utilized. Game theory will help
ecognition of the motivations in cooperative environments and
ill help create environments which foster teamwork. in correlations among resources
In many ways, the CM environment will utilize relationships
that resemble those of joint ventures or collaborations. Parker [21]
explains that joint ventures involve the formation of a legal entity
separate from the parties coordinating the venture, while collab-
orative relationships involve 2 or more parties working together
under contractually enforced terms. The purpose of both joint ven-
tures and collaborations is to share information and expertise in
order for all parties involved to do something they otherwise could
not.
Parker states that intellectual property considerations occur
throughout a four (4) stage life cycle (pre-contractual, formation,
duration, and termination) of collaborative relationships. Through-
out the entire collaborative relationship, the most important issues
center around the use and control of background and foreground
rights. Background rights, according to Parker, are those that each
company holds prior to the relationship and intends to contribute
to the venture. Foreground rights are those generated through the
action of both parties throughout the length of the venture [21].
Similar background and foreground rights will exist in the CM
environment. For example, a CM network may  include numerous
plating houses, each with existing plating process speciﬁcations
that they will want to protect as IP (background rights). At the
same time, the CM environment may  create the need for these plat-
ing houses to collaborate to develop an improved plating process,
which would be the equivalent of foreground rights resulting from
a joint venture. Through proper negotiations between CM parties,
both background IP interests can be protected and agreements can
be made as to the use of foreground rights.
Wagner et al. [17] offer research regarding value management
in collaborative environments. These authors offer a number of
hypotheses regarding the link between value creation and appro-
priation, and how these concepts affect the attitudes and behaviorsing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
Fig. 6. The 4 propositions of equity theory.
Adapted from [9].
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Table 2
Hypotheses offered by [17] regarding value creation and appropriation, and their relationships to the attitudes and behaviors of collaborating parties.
Hypothesis
designation
Hypothesis statement Hypothesis supported
by research?
H1 Relational satisfaction has a positive impact on relational trust Yes
H2a Relational satisfaction has a positive impact on the company’s future collaboration intent No
H2b Relational trust has a positive impact on the company’s future collaboration intent Yes
H3a Relational trust has a positive impact on value creation Yes
H3b Relational trust has a positive impact on value appropriation Yes
H4 Relational satisfaction has a negative impact on value appropriation Yes
H5a Value creation has a positive impact on value appropriation Yes
H5b Value appropriation has a positive impact on the focal partner’s level of project satisfaction Yes
act on
betwe
ation 
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rH5c Given H5a and H5b, value creation has a negative direct imp
H6 Information exchange positively moderates the direct link 
H7 Project satisfaction has a positive impact on future collabor
Wagner et al. conclude their research with three (3) main con-
lusions:
Satisfaction is most higly driven by value appropriation.
Collaborators compare their awards with those of others.
The open and frequent exchange of information can ease tensions
between competitors.
.9. Implementation architectures, models and frameworks
Architectures, models, and frameworks for implementation
f CM have been presented by numerous authors. These pro-
osed structures vary in their complexity, maturity, and level of
emonstrated potential, yet many have similar characteristics.
evelopment of feasible implementation structures should be a
ey area of interest for academia and industry alike as they will
elp demonstrate the possible capabilities of a CM environment
33].
Xu [6] proposes a four (4) layer CM framework consisting of
 manufacturing resource layer, a virtual service layer, a global
ervice layer, and an application layer. See Fig. 7. According to
u, the Manufacturing Resource Layer contains the physical man-
facturing resources and capabilities of the shop ﬂoor, whichPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
re ultimately provided to the customer in Software-as-a-service
Saas) and Infrastructure-as-a-service (Iaas) delivery models. The
irtual Service Layer identiﬁes, virtualizes, and packages the
esources as CM services, which are then managed using the Global
Fig. 7. CM layered framework, from [6]. the focal partner’s level of project satisfaction Yes
en value creation and project satisfaction Yes
intentions Yes
Service Layer (GSL). The GSL, depending upon the task demanded,
can operate in both partial and complete services modes. In the par-
tial service mode, the GSL does not handle all CM related activities
– rather, the resource providers take some control of the process
ﬂow and the GSL helps administratively manage the CM activities.
The complete service mode, however, coordinates and manages
the entire CM activity. Most importantly, the GSL is a cloud plat-
form and provides services using the Platform-as-a-service (Paas)
model. Finally, Xu discusses the Application Layer, which provides
the user-resource exchange portal. Through the Application layer,
the user can construct manufacturing applications from the virtu-
alized manufacturing resources.
Wu et al. [7] propose a Cloud Based Design and Manufacture
(CBDM) model composed of a cloud consumer, cloud provider,
cloud broker, and cloud carriers. The cloud consumers serve the
obvious role of utilizing the cloud’s services, while the providers
have the equally obvious role of providing services in the cloud.
The cloud broker is an intermediate party between the consumers
and providers, and manages the use, performance, and delivery
of services. Finally, the cloud carriers enable the exchange of ser-
vices between providers and consumers through the provisioning
of transport networks. See Fig. 8.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, Wu  et al. specify that there are
four cloud service types, including Hardware-as-a-service (Haas),
Software-as-a-service (Saas), Platform-as-a-service (Paas), and
Infrastructure-as-a-service (Iaas). The particulars of these service
types are shown below in Table 3.
Schaefer et al. [8] propose a Distributed Infrastructure with
Centralized Interfacing System (DICIS) as a CBDM structur-
ing architecture. The DICIS is composed of three asset groups
(human, communication, and manufacturing process) bounded
by a centralized interface and a distributed infrastructure. See
Fig. 9.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the three asset groups are combined
together in the distributed infrastructure, and the centralized inter-
face enables the system to function as a whole. Human assets
include consumers, producers, and managers. The communication
assets proposed include a communication network (internet), net-
work security, and 2 interfaces for communicating with the human
and manufacturing process asset groups. Finally, the manufactur-
ing process asset group is composed of hardware and software
resources used in the CBDM environment.
Tao et al. [20] propose a four stage CM model where manufac-
turing resources are controlled through the internet via intelligent
monitoring systems. These resources are virtualized and encapsu-
lated into Manufacturing Cloud Services (MCSs). These MCSs, in
contrast to the actual physical resources they represent, can being: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
accessed and invoked in the cloud. After creation of many different
MCSs based upon the manufacturing resources available, the MCSs
are categorized and organized into manufacturing clouds of simi-
lar services. For example, milling services may  be represented by
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Fig. 8. CBDM model, from [7].
Table 3
Services types described by [7].
Service type Description
Haas Providers can rent hardware to consumers through the CBDM environment.
n clien
 prod
ces for
m
c
a
c
s
iSaas Consumers can utilize software using thi
Paas  Consumers can access tools necessary for
Iaas  Consumers can access computing resour
ultiple MCSs which are then organized into one manufacturing
loud. Users can then search the manufacturing clouds for services
nd combine MCSs to ﬁt their needs. See Fig. 10.Please cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
As can be seen in Fig. 10, the CM environment is enabled by
onsumers, providers, and operators. In addition to the CM model
hown in Fig. 10, Tao et al. propose a ten layer architecture for CM
mplementation, which is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 9. DICIS, ft interfaces without purchasing licenses.
uct development process within the CBDM environment.
 exploitation without purchasing or maintaining them.
In similar fashion to other architectures presented, that pro-
posed in [20] consists of manufacturing resources and abilities at
the lowest level. These resources are then virtualized and manageding: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
in a cloud environment, and then made available to consumers
through an application layer. The seven functional layers of the
architecture are facilitated by the three layers of knowledge, cloud
security, and a network such as the internet. Tao et al. also state
rom [8].
Please cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufacturing: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
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Fig. 10. Cloud manufacturing abstract, from [20].
Fig. 11. Ten layer architecture, from [20].
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hat CM platforms can be public, private, community, or hybrid
nvironments.
. Potential impact and future work
.1. Potential impact
As illustrated in Fig. 12, we envision a possible impact of CM on
hree key sectors including engineering design, manufacturing, as
ell as marketing and service.
Engineering design:  In the short term, the beneﬁts of CM on
ngineering design are ubiquitous access to design information,
mproved efﬁciency, and affordable computing resources. In the
ong term, the impact area is collaborative design which is to sup-
ort engineering design in geographically dispersed environments.
In the past two decades, the most important research works in
ollaborative design are web-based design and agent-based design.
he architectures for web-based collaborative design can be clas-
iﬁed into three categories: thin server and thick client, thin client
nd thick server, and peer-to-peer which are enabled technolo-
ies such as the Web, HTML, ActiveX, and CORBA. In agent-based
esign, the agent technology allows developers to focus on objects
ather than functions, providing applications that are modular,
ecentralized and changeable. However, both web and agent-based
pproaches are lack of socio-technical network, mass collaboration,
nd inter-connected design knowledge pool capabilities which CM
ay have the potential to possess.
Manufacturing:  In the short term, the beneﬁts of CM on man-
facturing are improved resource sharing, rapid prototyping, andPlease cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
educed cost. In the long term, the impact area is distributed man-
facturing.
Although much progress has been made with regard to dis-
ributed manufacturing, its current state does not yet fully support
Fig. 12. The potential impact o PRESS
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the needs of modern manufacturing enterprises. One of the criti-
cal issues still not fully addressed is scalability. However, CM has
the potential to offer rapid scalability in some situations at certain
levels, such as manufacturing cells, general purpose machine tools,
and standardized machine components. For example, 3D printing
technology does not require tooling, allowing the cloud service
providers to rapidly scale up and down manufacturing capacity.
In addition, the 3D printers connected in the cloud also help rapid
tooling which makes rapid scalability possible for traditional man-
ufacturing processes requiring tools.
Marketing and service:  In the short term, the beneﬁts of CM
on marketing and service are reduced time-to-market, improved
service, and enhanced user experience. In the long term, the impact
area is customer co-creation.
In order for manufacturing enterprises to create value through
collaboration, there is an increasing need to establish a new form
of information, knowledge and resource sharing mechanism that
emphasizes the generation and realization of various product
stakeholders’ value. CM has the potential to create new mar-
keting channels for information and resource sharing which will
transform the traditional product realization process into a value
co-creation process. Speciﬁcally, the co-creation process enhanced
by CM can engage customers, designers, manufacturing engineers,
and production managers to communicate with each other through
social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, and online forums.
4.2. Future work
4.2.1. Automation and controling: Strategic vision and state-of-the-art. J Manuf Syst (2013),
CM is still a poorly deﬁned ﬁeld of study and would beneﬁt
from detailed research in many areas. Much work is required to
develop inter-factory industrial control systems which could facil-
itate a CM environment. Stouffer et al. provide evidence of room
f cm across sectors [54].
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or improvement within the ﬁeld of ICS [12]. These authors are dis-
ussing that DSC and PLC communications, which are typically used
n a manufacturing industry, are normally executed in intra-factory
nvironments. While these communications are usually more reli-
ble and allow faster transmittal of data than do SCADA systems,
hey are typically not well suited for long distance communica-
ion environments. Therefore, enabling geographically distributed
actories which can be controlled in an inter-factory style ICS will
equire control systems which have the characteristics of high
peed, high reliability, and long distance range. Needed is a system
t for industrial process control with the range ability of a current
CADA system.
Additionally, CM systems can only be as ﬂexible and robust
s their controlling logic and control systems permit. Therefore,
esearch in the area of artiﬁcial intelligence and its possible appli-
ations to the CM ﬁeld will help ensure ﬂexibility in manufacturing.
he future trend should be to move away from automation towards
ntegrated intelligence which not only allows automation of tasks
ut also allows for autonomy in tasking and task ﬂexibility [64]. The
ltimate goal should be to enable robust service compositions that
re autonomously reconﬁgured with minimal human intervention.
oreover, ﬂexibility will also be enabled by open communication
tandards as proposed by the MTConnect Institute. Ensuring shop
oor connectivity will allow for efﬁcient and effective machine-
o-machine communication, providing coordination among value
hain members during the manufacturing process. The develop-
ent of open communication standards is an area of potential
urther research.
.2.2. Business model
With limited examples of commercially viable implementa-
ions, it is still undetermined as to what applications are feasible
or CM.  Business model development should focus on a few main
esearch questions:
Who  will beneﬁt from this implementation of CM and how? Why
would those involved in this business model choose a CM operat-
ing environment over a traditional manufacturing environment?
How will equity be assured when value is delivered as a result of
shared-interest, multiple-party work? How will value be maxi-
mized and distributed in accordance with value added?
Should collaborators within the CM environment be bound by
formal operating agreements, or should they be subject to a free
market style environment? Does this vary based upon the situa-
tion, and why? Perhaps a hybrid environment would be best?
How should IP be handled in collaborative environments? What
about background and foreground rights?
.2.3. Information and resource sharing
A huge amount of data and unstructured manufacturing-related
nformation needs to be shared across upstream design and down-
tream manufacturing in CM.  A primary technical barrier is that
raditional manufacturing systems lack frameworks for seam-
ess information and resource sharing mechanisms that facilitate
ommunication and collaboration in distributed and collaborative
ettings. Speciﬁcally, a key component of such seamless informa-
ion and resource sharing mechanism is a framework for capturing
he implicit and complex collaboration structure, identifying key
ervice provides and consumers. One of the key research questions
n terms of information and resource sharing:Please cite this article in press as: Wu D, et al. Cloud manufactur
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmsy.2013.04.008
How can we investigate the communication and interaction
patterns between service providers and consumers in order
to capture the implicit collaboration structure and key service
providers and consumers in CM networks?
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4.2.4. Distributed system simulation
Manufacturing system performance is often a central issue in
the design, development, and conﬁguration of systems. In order to
validate the performance of CM,  it is critical to conduct quantitative
structure and behavior analyses for CM.  Discrete-event modeling
and simulation allows us to model behavioral properties such as
reachability, boundedness, and liveness. In addition, other essential
manufacturing performance metrics include cycle time, machine
utilization, and throughput etc. So far little work has sought to
evaluate the potential desirable performance such as time saving
and improved machine utilization enabled by CM.  Hence, the main
research question in this area is:
• How can we capture material ﬂows and evaluate performances
of production processes for CM systems?
4.2.5. Cost estimation
With decision makers in manufacturing enterprises hesitating
to move manufacturing business to the Cloud, it is critical to justify
the perceived cost savings by estimating the cost quantitatively.
Product costing is deﬁned as a process of estimating the cost of
ﬁnal product at design stage. It turns out that the predominant
percentage of manufacturing cost of a product is determined at
the product design stage. Therefore, accurate estimating product
cost at the early stage of product development processes is crucial
for production mangers to make decisions. However, little research
work has been conducted to estimate product cost in the context
of CM.  Therefore, it is very worthwhile to develop cost models
to provide insights into cost drivers, value added, and non-value
added manufacturing activities for CM.  The research question is
the following:
• How can we  examine the potential cost savings from CM during
early stages of product development?
As cloud manufacturing (CM) has been recognized as a promis-
ing paradigm for the next generation manufacturing systems, many
research studies on CM have been conducted. This review aims to
highlight the motivations and drivers of CM,  propose a strategic
vision, present current status of CM,  and point out some of the key
future directions.
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